Automatic transmission diagram

John is a fervent writer, gamer, and guitar lover. Former automatic-transmission repairer,
welder and hobbyist game developer. The transverse six-speed DSG transmission, also known
as DQ, is a dual-clutch automatic transmission that is found in vehicles by a number of
manufacturers. These manufacturers include Audi, Volkswagen, Skoda, and Seat. The DQ is a
dual-clutch transmission that employs a combination of manual transmission gears and
automatic transmission clutches in order to gain the benefits of both. This particular
transmission is old news, having been replaced by newer versions, but it has been used in so
many vehicles that are still on the road today that it is most definitely still relevant. A traditional
automatic transmission uses a number of clutch packs to produce the desired output ratio. This
works fine, but it has drawbacks, one of the biggest being fuel efficiency. Conversely, manual
transmissions use solid metal gears and a single manually operated clutch. This setup creates
less resistance and better fuel efficiency, but it means the driver has to deal with pesky clutch
pedals and gear levers. Using an advanced electro-hydraulic control module to control clutch
application and gear shifting, the DSG can bring the driving comfort of a full automatic to the
table while still getting the greater efficiency of the manual-style gears. Furthermore, it makes
use of a dual clutch assembly, where one clutch is responsible for even numbered gears and
the other for odd-numbered gears, improving shifting quality further. There are other variants,
such as the 7 speed DQ, and the inline 0B5 transmission. Before we get into the transmission
fault here, there is another cause of juddering which is far more common, and it is outside of
the transmission itself. If you experience the juddering mainly when you start the engine and
when the car is idling, often accompanied by a loud clattering noise, the problem is likely in the
dual mass flywheel which sits between the transmission and the engine. The flywheel consists
of two plates that can move a small amount in relation to each other. This provides a cushioning
effect when torque is transferred from the engine to the transmission. If the two flywheel plates
sheer off from each other, your vehicle will lose drive entirely. Dual mass flywheels are the
source of many juddering problems incorrectly attributed to a DSG transmission. If your
flywheel is fine, however, and the juddering sensation is most noticeable on
gearshiftsâ€”particularly at lower speedsâ€”the problem likely lies in the dual clutch assembly.
There are kits available that allow for the replacement of many of the components of the clutch
assembly, and oftentimes that will cure the fault. However, sometimes the wear and tear is in
the non-replaceable components, and a new assembly is needed. Default Modeâ€”also known
as limp mode and failsafe modeâ€”is a failure state of the transmission where it detects a fault
and limits itself to one gear typically third to limit damage to the transmission. The mechatronic
is by far the most common cause of DSG transmission woes. Used Auto Parts. If the codes
mention any sensors, gear ratios, or unexpected mechanical disengagements, the problem is
almost certainly your mechatronic. It should be noted, however, that these companies are
limited in what they can test for and repair in these mechatronic units. One particularly common
symptom of a faulty DQ mechatronic is a partial or total loss of reverse, so be on the lookout for
that as a strong indicator that the mechatronic is failing. I have seen a number of instances of
bearings wearing down, however. This typically results in a metallic noise when driving. I have
known DSG transmissions with this symptom to be driven for quite some time with no ill-effects
other than quite irritating driving noise. If the mechanical components of the DSG did fail, it
would be pretty catastrophic for the transmission. The fix is a bearing kit, assuming the problem
is dealt with promptly, and no other damage has been caused. Adaptations are little
adjustments that your mechatronic makes to things like how much pressure it applies to the
clutches to compensate for wear and tear or driving style. Sometimes things can get a little out
of whack, and in those cases, a reset of the adaptation valuesâ€”followed by a proper drive
cycleâ€”can sometimes be enough to clear the issues up. The affected part here is actually in
the gear selector itself, rather than the transmission. Though it could also be a wiring or
communication fault. I hope you found this information helpful, and if you have anything to ask
or add! Content is for informational or entertainment purposes only and does not substitute for
personal counsel or professional advice in business, financial, legal, or technical matters. I am
looking To purchase a Sharan DSG sel and wonder what i shoukd look out for or ask about
frombthe seller? Hi,I do have a golf5 2. Note: The last time I drove it from a shopping mall, It
didn't move at all and I accelerate slightly twice then it starts moving. I drive it home and park it.
What could be the problem? My gear shift lights are not indicating on the gear after changing
the gearbox and mechatronics. And we are failling to start the car Golf 5 1. On the diagnostic
machine it says Serial communication Link. My gear shift lights are not coming on and it makes
the car not to start since a i replace the gearbox and Mechatronics. Golf 5 1. I got a jetta gji i
replace the mechtronic and it is still the same flashing light come to a stop it goes in neutral
turn the engine off restart and it worked fine until I come to a stop i replace all the selenoid
same thing. This also happens when shifts from 3rd gear to 2nd gear. I'm trying to find

solutions, but nobody can give clear explanation and resolution. One example is: replace gear
kit and or flying wheel. There are no codes when scanning Transmission. Not sure if you're still
answering here now, but certainly like me, a lot of people like your article. My enquiry is very
simple and you may know off the top of your head. My DSG 02E in 2. I found my thermostat
might be opening too early and looking to replace that. But should I be otherwise concerned
about the whine. Its not a grating or metallic grinding noise. Its more like the noise of an
underground train motor. It comes in just as the box changes to 5th and largely goes away in
6th. When the car is warm, the noise is barely detectable in 6th and only slight in 5th. Do you
know what's going on. An Auto Trans shop told me the whole thing needs to be stripped down
for new shafts and bearings. They say the gears are worn out and the bearings are breaking up.
They say if I don't deal with it that one day it will just suddenly lock up or sending a gear shaft
our through the side of the box and could write off the engine. Naturally I don't want to drive
anywhere near that shop for as long as possible and would look at perhaps a low mileage box if
that was the best solution. But someone else I was reading a thread from somewhere else said
their DSG made this underground train noise for last 50, miles and they got used to it and
eventuially even quite liked it. Unfortunately I don't really like it very much. My mechatronic is
working fine and I added a small amount of metal treatment ZX1 when I last changed the box oil.
ZX1 penetrates into the metal at the particle level and changes it putting a super slippery
coating on it. Well, actually I have that wrong. Its not a coating but it makes the metal extra
smooth shall I say. The oil that came out was like white whine which surprised me. There were
no bits or metal. I couldn't see anything that looked like the results of wear and tear. The new oil
going in is actually darker than what came out. Mind you I have elected to buy a premium third
party oil from Millers. Apart from these issues the car is great. The performance is great, The
gear changes are good - just dont do a manual shift from 2 to 1! That's never great even with
foot on brake or accelerator. Very bad on overrun alone. Not mechanically considerate action in
my opinion. I hope you are doing fine and still answering here. Looks like quite a few people are
looking for a little advice. My wife has a Alltrack Allwheel Drive. Upon coming to a stop are
nearly stopping the transmission does not downshift into first and upon accelerating the
transmission hesitates then drops into first gear making the car scary to drive. After taking it to
dealer twice they say it drives just like the other ones on the lot and is ok! However the last time
we took it in and complained again they said that if they found nothing wrong we would be
charged. This car was new at the time. Hi john I have a Vw t5 caravelle. The box works fine up
down no odd noises. We have had the oil and filter changed but before it was done,the car
would stall before selecting reverse and take more than a few seconds. Sometimes needing to
turn off the ignition and then back on again. Any help or assistance would be very much
appreciated!!! My email address is yrrab hotmail. Look forward to hearing from you,kind
regards,Barry and Sally. Hi I have a a6 ultra black edition Auto 50k on clock. Iv noticed over last
few months a slight judder wich now seams to be happening more especially when cold when
setting off. I have a 2. The problem started after changing the flywheel because it had started
making noise, the vehicle drove well for a little while and suddenly never changed gears and will
not take the reverse at all. Could this be a mechanical or diagnostic problem as the car was
never diagnosed after changing the flywheel. I have a VW Touran 2. The problem started after I
had changed the flywheel, it drove nicely for a while and now am encounting a bigger problem
because it no longer changes to the next gear auto and will not take the reverse at all. Could
this be a mechanical problem or a simple diagnostic problem being that it was never diagnosed
after changing the flywheel. Pls is there a way I can order for a new Mechatronic or partially
good one to replace my current one as this one keeps slipping and flashing. Thank you. I have a
gearbox mechatronic problem according to my garage my VW Sharan Engine start normaly, I
can change the gear Automatic but only problem car is not moving. I have called the AA, they
delete all faults, car moving for minutes but problem coming back. I have skoda superb
automatic in that reverse gear is not working properly if i off the car nd again start the car it is
working what will be the problem. This is my 2nd dsg with the same problem Have you ever had
front assist not available and my caddy stays in first gear but after turn off engine it goes back
to normal. Im wondering if you have ever heard of transmission fluid leaking from around the
connection plug of the mechatronic. I have a late skoda superb with 6speed dsg which has
covered miles. Gear changes arent effected yet but ive been told that a replacement unit is
required. I have a VW Golf 7 with seven speed dsg. While driving goes into neutral. I then move
gearlever to park, reverse and drive, it goes again. I need to know how far has anybody Wet
without changing their tiny bell on their jetta diesel. Mine currently has not been changed it has
miles on it and it has never had a transmission flush. Please respond with any thoughts of what
damage I get Cause and how far I get actually get away with it because I cannot afford to
maintain this vehicle? I bought a certified jetta TDI with the DSG transmission and there's no

record that the transmission fluid as ever been changed and when I bought it it had miles on it
now it has 80k. I was just informed of this is a very expensive service. Will Volkswagen still
cover my bumper to bumper warranty, if something happens to it after I Get the service done
immediately? I have to get a new dsg box for my mk5 golf r The code on my box is "KQA"which
happens to be the rarest box to find. I've been told that the code has to match the original on
the car or it will not work electronically, even though there is a few other gearboxes that will bolt
on. If I can get my hands on a 6 speed DSG gearbox with mechatronics to build into another
project, would I be able to get it to work? I have an Audi RS3 , and it has started to give me this
error message that "Clutch overheat. Pleasfe stop vehicle"! Hi my vw t5 semi auto gearboxwill
only go in reverse when warm and when in first will not engage van has miles. I would definitely
not advise buying a complete new gearbox without diagnosing the issue myself. My advice
would be to have it diagnosed professionally before doing anything as drastic as that. It could
just be short on oil, or need a replacement clutch pack. I have a a problem with my dsg DQ it
changes from 1st gear until the 4th gear it doesn't take the 5th and 6th gears what can be
possible be a problem? However, my concern is i have a VW Tiguan 2. Recently it started
misfiring. I changed the ignition Coils and plugs and the misfiring stoped. But sadly it has a
"hard start" and it can't pull. The pick-up is so slow and dragging. I have tried to diagnise the
problem with my OBDll but nothing is being detected. So am being advised to buy a complete
gearbox, is it necessary to buy the complete gearbox? Hi, I have Skoda Octavia. Gear change is
perfect but very difficult to start off from the stop position without a chuck. I have had the wheel
balance checked on all four and they are perfect. Could the two be gearbox related and if so any
ideas where to look. Hi,good day for all. I read Your comments on possibility DSG faults and I
would like to find out if You can possibly help me identity mine. I have Audi A3 Tfsi 85k miles
automatic transmission running very well no problem at all changing gears properly. Up to
yesterday when after day tip I decide quick car hand wash. No power wash just simple water
from hose. After this within 2 hours I was try start engine and when i turn ignition on dashboard
shows ESP fault and my car loss ability to start and on Park P position gear selector is
motionless to position D and P letter just flashing pulsing read. My opinion that water caused
problem One fuse from the engine compartment was gone so I replace a fuse next day after all
day drying a car in full sunny day and new fuse gone as well. I read all Your suggestion and the
loss ability to start the vehicle when mechatronic is getting bad information and won't let me
start the car it is Yours words. I have a WV Passat 6 speed trains and its puck oil out of one of
the fake ports. What can I do to fix it. I have a ford galaxy 1. I am a mechanic but i dont have
much knowledge about automatic transmission. I replaced the mechatronic. There is a long
green rod that is connected to the gear lever and its wires behind the mechatronic. Somehow
the rod turned to the opposite direction and because of this when i start the car and shift gears
2,3,4,D,N,P it doesnt let the car move and no gear engages. When i move the rod, which has
different round edges for each gear to lock in place, to the right position the gear lever above
that doesnt connect to the wire properly as there is a difference in length between the screw
and round rubber part connected to the gear lever wire. Hi there I have a Ford Galaxy tcdi it has
a 6 speed PowerShift gear I have a problem with my reverse gear sometimes it will take the
reverse gear most of the Times it doesn't take it I have to shift the lever up and down until the
reverse gear is engaged can somebody please tell me what the problem could be thank you.
Just bought a 06 GTi for my daughter. PO advised has had jerky starts and judder shifting in
lower gears for years. Also said that it was not noticeable during colder months. In the States so
cannot confirm due to summer time. So far, I have not been able to locate a decent US supplier
of mech's or re-manufacturer's. Thanks John for that insite. My VW Jetta is at the dealer with a
transmission fault. My question was, "What happened to the old crusty mechanics who used to
take them apart and replace with various cogs, crowns and pinions? The answer I got was
technicians for this work are not qualified to repair them. I like the mechatronic replacement
idea. I'll suggest it as a plonker with five minutes of internet instruction. Just bought a golf gt tdi
2. Transmission damper wearing out and causing transmission oil to leak. Is this a valid
observation made by mechanics? After coming up to temperature everything smooths out and i
have no further problems. I took it in to the VW agent here and after diagnostics they told me i
have to change clutch and flywheel. I asked the senior tech how does he explain the problems
going away when the car comes up to temperature and he says he cant explain. What can i do.
This is very costly if i have to change clutch, flywheel and pilot bearing. Would this be a
mechatronic problem or clutch pack issue? I got dsg skoda rapid. But today again noise came.
Normally my engine temp is sound 90 degree but twice it went to 95 degree. I have drove my car
to kk. I have a VW Passat CC TDI lt i have had a problem with Limp Mode when you kick it back
mainly with uphill driving and also it is hesitant to start when the engine has warmed up after
turning it off, the DSG transmission has been changed but the engine management light stays

on since i kicked it back to pass another car so could you tell me what the problem could be. I
have an 08 jetta 2. But would start right back up. I noticed that the prnds was flashing when i
started the car and put it in gear. But was not doing any of the shakking or symptoms that were
listed above. Had a code for mass airflow sensor. Replaced it. Seems better well at least the car
did not stall or loose power, it did act like it was going to stall twice but did not. Drove about 10
miles with no stalls or loss of power. I have a code: solenoid a off. Icar was recently purchased
and i serviced tranny. Wirks fine if cooled down. What u think? Fresh oul loosened dirt and
needs additional flush? P code solenoid a off. Is it possible debris from contaminated fluid is
obstructing s passage and can be fixed by a flush? I have a ford galaxy titanium When I put into
drive. It's move but within 20 second its loose power. But when I drive Manually 1st gear works.
Anything I need to know about this car? It has km on the clock. Hey John i have a Passat tsi
with the 6 speed dsg trans. My car has a weird problem. Car will drive fine some times, i will be
able drive in all six gears for a time, then the car will down shift to 3rd and not go pass that gear.
Now i get a code the prnd flashes When this happens i cant get pass 3rd gear as well. But again
will drive fine Dont know what do right now. Please help. Hi John, thanks for this piece. I have a
passat with 2. Suddenly the transmission stopped. I diagnosed and got these codes. Am being
advised to replace the transmission. Is this correct and what could have led to this so i can
prevent subsequent occurrence. I just bought the car into Nigeria about 2weeks ago. Hello
John, Thank you for your clear explaination! I have a question though. I have an audi tt 3. The
old mechatronic was broken the ECU in te mechatronic itself. Now i placed another one but the
car drives only in reverse and 1st gear when its about to shift it goes in limp mode PRNDS
flashing. Is it maybe the coding that is wrong? Hi there the problem i have is when driving my
powershift Ford galaxy when driving for 5 minutes i get a transmission error and lose all gears
and have to pull up on recycling the ignition it disappears and car drives fine until the next time
I have t o use it once its been stood for a while. I changed the head on the car couple of days
ago, yesterday the car started stalling when I put it on drive or reverse. It even drops the revs
when I move the car from park to drive. Hello Ramon. The cable is unlikely; if the transmission
had somehow been pulled into neutral by a faulty cable, you wouldn't have been able to drive it
home without physically getting it OUT of neutral first. It is possible the selector itself could be
the problem although that is not a very a common fault. I would recommend letting an
electrician poke at some wires before spending any serious money on new selectors or
mechatronics. Hello again. I'm sorry I couldn't tell you if the flywheel on the Caddy and Golf are
the same. If the transmission and engine match up same codes I can't think of a reason why the
flywheels wouldn't also match, but I just don't know for certain. I agree the dual mass flywheel
needs to be replaced the mechatronic. We have found a very low milage Sports 2L Golf of mid
as our parts donor. The dual mass flywheel in the golf and the caddy measure exactly the same
as each other but have one digit different part numbers. Every thing else seems the same like
02E gearbox numbers. If this exchange works out a going car that will be great. Of course over
our winter months in Australia. Your Summer I intend to test and rebuild the mega replace the
wiring and order a dual mass flywheel on line. Have you any warning about the dual mass
flywheel for the 2L Golf being different to the Caddy one. The Caddy is Dec and the golf May
Sorry I would need to know which transmission is in your vehicle before taking a guess at the
problem. However if you have the aforementioned DSG 6 speed and are getting a solenoid fault,
the quote you were given may be to replace the mechatronic unit as a whole, rather than waste
time and money trying to pin point the specific problem, which can sometimes end up more
expensive in the long run. However the ECU doesn't typically cause a noise like you described,
so it's possible you could have multiple faults on your hands. The dual mass fly wheel would
seem to be the most likely culprit for the noise you described. The state of the flywheel can be
checked before replacing Hello, it sounds like an adaptation issue. If you have not had the
adaptations reset, I would try that first. Can Someone pls hello me, I just bought a used Passat
And sometimos ir doesnt shift at all from first speed, then You change it to auto stick And
change to third, put it back to drive And it works just fine until you turn it off again. Passat cc 2.
Just bought 1. These DSG boxes for me are not at all straight forward. And my friend doing the
work is in the same boat. WE have a big problem in finding the fault from the symptoms we
have found in 1. That went into limp mode. Not as loud as the engine. The stethoscope cannot
narrow down the area of the sound because of the engine sound is too strong. So i think it is in
the clutch area. One cannot hear this sound with the window open sitting in side the cab. But
we would like to make shore it is not a flaky relay or some dumb thing causing it. The thing that
comes to mind is the internal wiring in the box that may be the fault this was a known problem
in earlier VWs. No thing hurts like throwing parts and money at something we are not shore is
the problem!!! The thing that comes to mind is the internal wiring in the box that may be the
fault this was a known problem in earler VWs. I have VW polo 1. The shifting is very precise and

no issues with maximum effort fast driving on a dirt track. But, on start up before the engine
and gearbox comes to normal operating temperature it can be jerky sometimes when you pull
off, particularly in reverse and sometimes even kangaroo hops, so that I have to bring the car to
a full stop and start off again. Is this a clutch pack issue or is it the flywheel issue? Many people
purchasing RVs have no real camping experience, so RV campgrounds are being inundated
with requests for their people to do things that are the RV owner's responsibility. RV owners
need to learn how to perform their own site maintenance. Intake manifold leak diagnosis can be
tricky but you can use a few simple techniques to diagnose the problem. American auto
manufacturers were on a roll in the s. Designing was very competitive, and, through
hot-rodding, engines and horsepower increased dramatically. Thus, the American Muscle Car
was born. Don't let trouble code P or P leave you without your ride and, worst of all, with an
expensive repair bill later on. A basic knowledge on the electronic fuel injection system
eliminates the guesswork in the calibration of LPG-powered cars. Here are eight simple tips to
help give tires more traction in the snow. Experienced RV campers know what they need to do
to find a great campsite when they travel. Motorcycle helmets are trendy items that reflect your
personality. What type of helmet do you want for yourself? Paying for air is annoying. Here is
how you can find free air, and also how to set your tire pressure for the best performance of
your tires and your car. Is jump starting bad for your car? You'd be surprised what you find out.
What happens behind the scenes will shock you. Learn the different signs of a bad alternator to
make a faster diagnosis. You can make some repairs using a few common tools. In , the East
German government released the horrible Trabant car on an unsuspecting Communist world.
You don't need a lot of money to start selling classic cars, you just need to buy the first car at a
good price and then do it again. If you're thinking of buying a classic VW Beetle, you need to
know a few things beforehand. Discover why the best bargain to be had is from someone who
doesn't know he wants to sell. Identifying the type of noise and when it happens can help you
diagnose your transmission problem. Auto Repair. DIY Auto Repair. RV Living. Safe Driving.
Learning to Drive. All-Terrain Vehicles. Commercial Vehicles. Automotive Industry. Automotive
History. Related Articles. By Don Bobbitt. By Dan Ferrell. By Jerry Fisher. By Victor Mangubat.
By Linda Sarhan. By Isabella. By John Dove. By electronicsguy. By Rupert Taylor. By Mary
Wickison. We provide detailed Transmission and Transfer Case Assembly Diagrams for both
manual transmissions and transfer cases. These free illustrations can assist you in
identification of the correct parts that you may need, you can also use these illustrations to
assist you with proper re-assembly of your unit. After identifying the parts you need be sure to
give us a call toll free We have a large inventory of both new and good used parts to help save
you some money! Below you will find the following manual transmission illustrations: 3 speed,
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Quote. Automatic transmissions contain mechanical systems, hydraulic systems, electrical
systems and computer controls, all working together in perfect harmony which goes virtually
unnoticed until there is a problem. This article will help you understand the concepts behind
what goes on inside these technological marvels and what goes into repairing them when they
fail. The transmission is a device that is connected to the back of the engine and sends the
power from the engine to the drive wheels. It does this through various gear combinations. In
first gear, the engine turns much faster in relation to the drive wheels, while in high gear the
engine is loafing even though the car may be going in excess of 70 MPH. In addition to the
various forward gears, a transmission also has a neutral position which disconnects the engine
from the drive wheels, and reverse, which causes the drive wheels to turn in the opposite
direction allowing you to back up. Finally, there is the Park position. In this position, a latch
mechanism not unlike a deadbolt lock on a door is inserted into a slot in the output shaft to lock
the drive wheels and keep them from turning, thereby preventing the vehicle from rolling. There
are two basic types of automatic transmissions based on whether the vehicle is rear wheel drive
or front wheel drive. On a rear wheel drive car, Power flow on a rear wheel drive automobile the
transmission is usually mounted to the back of the engine and is located under the hump in the
center of the floorboard alongside the gas pedal position. A drive shaft connects the rear of the
transmission to the final drive which is located in the rear axle and is used to send power to the
rear wheels. Power flow on this system is simple and straight forward going from the engine,
through the torque converter , then through the transmission and drive shaft until it reaches the
final drive where it is split and sent to the two rear wheels. On a front wheel drive car, Power
flow on a front wheel drive automobile the transmission is usually combined with the final drive
to form what is called a transaxle. The engine on a front wheel drive car is usually mounted
sideways in the car with the transaxle tucked under it on the side of the engine facing the rear of
the car. Front axles are connected directly to the transaxle and provide power to the front
wheels. In this example, power flows from the engine, through the torque converter to a large
chain that sends the power through a degree turn to the transmission that is along side the
engine. From there, the power is routed through the transmission to the final drive where it is
split and sent to the two front wheels through the drive axles. There are a number of other
arrangements including front drive vehicles where the engine is mounted front to back instead
of sideways and there are other systems that drive all four wheels but the two systems
described here are by far the most popular. A much less popular rear drive arrangement has the
transmission mounted directly to the final drive at the rear and is connected by a drive shaft to
the torque converter which is still mounted on the engine. This system is found on the new
Corvette and is used in order to balance the weight evenly between the front and rear wheels for
improved performance and handling. Another rear drive system mounts everything, the engine,
transmission and final drive in the rear. This rear engine arrangement is popular on the
Porsche. The modern automatic transmission consists of many components and systems that
are designed to work together in a symphony of clever mechanical, hydraulic and electrical
technology that has evolved over the years into what many mechanically inclined individuals
consider to be an art form. We try to use simple, generic explanations where possible to
describe these systems but, due to the complexity of some of these components, you may have
to use some mental gymnastics to visualize their operation. Planetary gear system Automatic
transmissions contain many gears in various combinations. In a manual transmission, gears
slide along shafts as you move the shift lever from one position to another, engaging various
sized gears as required in order to provide the correct gear ratio. In an automatic transmission,
however, the gears are never physically moved and are always engaged to the same gears. This
is accomplished through the use of planetary gear sets. The basic planetary gear set consists of
a sun gear, a ring gear and two or more planet gears, all remaining in constant mesh. If we
unlock the sun gear and lock any two elements together, this will cause all three elements to
turn at the same speed so that the output shaft will turn at the same rate of speed as the input
shaft. This is like a car that is in third or high gear. Another way that we can use a Planetary
gear set is by locking the planet carrier from moving, then applying power to the ring gear

which will cause the sun gear to turn in the opposite direction giving us reverse gear. Planetary
gear system â€” side view. The illustration on the right shows how the simple system described
above would look in an actual transmission. The sun gear is connected to a drum yellow which
is also connected to the other half of the clutch pack. Surrounding the outside of the drum is a
band red that can be tightened around the drum when required to prevent the drum with the
attached sun gear from turning. The clutch pack is used, in this instance, to lock the planet
carrier with the sun gear forcing both to turn at the same speed. If both the clutch pack and the
band were released, the system would be in neutral. Turning the input shaft would turn the
planet gears against the sun gear, but since nothing is holding the sun gear, it will just spin free
and have no effect on the output shaft. To place the unit in first gear, the band is applied to hold
the sun gear from moving. To shift from first to high gear, the band is released and the clutch is
applied causing the output shaft to turn at the same speed as the input shaft. Many more
combinations are possible using two or more planetary sets connected in various ways to
provide the different forward speeds and reverse that are found in modern automatic
transmissions. Clutch pack A clutch pack consists of alternating disks that fit inside a clutch
drum. Half of the disks are steel and have splines that fit into groves on the inside of the drum.
The other half have a friction material bonded to their surface and have splines on the inside
edge that fit groves on the outer surface of the adjoining hub. There is a piston inside the drum
that is activated by oil pressure at the appropriate time to squeeze the clutch pack together so
that the two components become locked and turn as one. This effect is just like that of a
bicycle, where the pedals will turn the wheel when pedaling forward, but will spin free when
pedaling backward. A common place where a one-way clutch is used is in first gear when the
shifter is in the drive position. When you begin to accelerate from a stop, the transmission
starts out in first gear. But have you ever noticed what happens if you release the gas while it is
still in first gear? The vehicle continues to coast as if you were in neutral. Now, shift into Low
gear instead of Drive. When you let go of the gas in this case, you will feel the engine slow you
down just like a standard shift car. The reason for this is that in Drive, a one-way clutch is used
whereas in Low, a clutch pack or a band is used. A band is a steel strap with friction material
bonded to the inside surface. One end of the band is anchored against the transmission case
while the other end is connected to a servo. At the appropriate time hydraulic oil is sent to the
servo under pressure to tighten the band around the drum to stop the drum from turning. On
automatic transmissions, the torque converter takes the place of the clutch found on standard
shift vehicles. It is there to allow the engine to continue running when the vehicle comes to a
stop. The principle behind a torque converter is like taking a fan that is plugged into the wall
and blowing air into another fan which is unplugged. If you grab the blade on the unplugged
fan, you are able to hold it from turning but as soon as you let go, it will begin to speed up until
it comes close to the speed of the powered fan. The difference with a torque converter is that
instead of using air, it uses oil or transmission fluid, to be more precise. It consists of three
internal elements that work together to transmit power to the transmission. The three elements
of the torque converter are the Pump, the Typical torque converterTurbine, and the Stator. The
turbine is inside the housing and is connected directly to the input shaft of the transmission
providing power to move the vehicle. The stator is mounted to Torque converter internal
diagrama one-way clutch so that it can spin freely in one direction but not in the other. Each of
the three elements have fins mounted in them to precisely direct the flow of oil through the
converter. With the engine running, transmission fluid is pulled into the pump section and is
pushed outward by centrifugal force until it reaches the turbine section which starts it turning.
The fluid continues in a circular motion back towards the center of the turbine where it enters
the stator. If the turbine is moving considerably slower than the pump, the fluid will make
contact with the front of the stator fins which push the stator into the one way clutch and
prevent it from turning. As the speed of the turbine catches up with the pump, the fluid starts
hitting the stator blades on the back-side causing the stator to turn in the same direction as the
pump and turbine. As the speed increases, all three elements begin to turn at approximately the
same speed. Schematic of a typical automatic transmission hydraulic system The Hydraulic
system is a complex maze of passages and tubes that sends transmission fluid under pressure
to all parts of the transmission and torque converter. The newer systems are much more
complex and are combined with computerized electrical components. Transmission fluid serves
a number of purposes including: shift control, general lubrication and transmission cooling.
This is not unlike the human circulatory system the fluid is even red where even a few minutes
of operation when there is a lack of pressure can be harmful or even fatal to the life of the
transmission. In order to keep the transmission at normal operating temperature, a portion of
the fluid is sent through one of two steel tubes to a special chamber that is submerged in
anti-freeze in the radiator. Fluid passing through this chamber is cooled and then returned to

the transmission through the other steel tube. A typical transmission has an average of ten
quarts of fluid between the transmission, torque converter, and cooler tank. In fact, most of the
components of a transmission are constantly submerged in fluid including the clutch packs and
bands. The friction surfaces on these parts are designed to operate properly only when they are
submerged in oil. The transmission oil pump not to be confused with the pump element inside
the torque converter is responsible for producing all the oil pressure that is required in the
transmission. The oil pump is mounted to the front of the transmission case and is directly
connected to a flange on the torque converter housing. Since the torque converter housing is
directly connected to the engine crankshaft, the pump will produce pressure whenever the
engine is running as long as there is a sufficient amount of transmission fluid available. The oil
enters the pump through a filter that is located at the bottom of the transmission oil pan and
travels up a pickup tube directly to the oil pump. The oil is then sent, under pressure to the
pressure regulator, the valve body and the rest of the components, as required. The valve body
is the control center of the automatic transmission. It contains a maze of channels and
passages that direct hydraulic fluid to the numerous valves which then activate the appropriate
clutch pack or band servo to smoothly shift to the appropriate gear for each driving situation.
Each of the many valves in the valve body has a specific purpose and is named for that
function. For example the shift valve activates the 2nd gear to 3rd gear up-shift or the shift
timing valve which determines when a downshift should occur. The most important valve, and
the one that you have direct control over is the manual valve. The manual valve is directly
connected to the gear shift handle and covers and uncovers various passages depending on
what position the gear shift is placed in. When you place the gear shift in Drive, for instance, the
manual valve directs fluid to the clutch pack s that activates 1st gear. On computer controlled
transmissions, you will also have electrical solenoids that are mounted in the valve body to
direct fluid to the appropriate clutch packs or bands under computer control to more precisely
control shift points. The computer uses sensors on the engine and transmission to detect such
things as throttle position, vehicle speed, engine speed, engine load, brake pedal position, etc.
Once the computer receives this information, it then sends signals to a solenoid pack inside the
transmission. The solenoid pack contains several electrically controlled solenoids that redirect
the fluid to the appropriate clutch pack or servo in order to control shifting. Computerized
transmissions even learn your driving style and constantly adapt to it so that every shift is
timed precisely when you would need it. Because of computer controls, sports models are
coming out with the ability to take manual control of the transmission as though it were a stick
shift, allowing the driver to select gears manually. This is accomplished on some cars by
passing the shift lever through a special gate, then tapping it in one direction or the other in
order to up-shift or down-shift at will. The computer monitors this activity to make sure that the
driver does not select a gear that could over speed the engine and damage it. A technician can
then plug test equipment in and retrieve a list of trouble codes that will help pinpoint where the
problem is. These three components are important in the non-computerized transmissions.
They provide the inputs that tell the transmission when to shift. The Governor is connected to
the output shaft and regulates hydraulic pressure based on vehicle speed. It accomplishes this
using centrifugal force to spin a pair of hinged weights against pull-back springs. As the
weights pull further out against the springs, more oil pressure is allowed past the governor to
act on the shift valves that are in the valve body which then signal the appropriate shifts. Of
course, vehicle speed is not the only thing that controls when a transmission should shift, the
load that the engine is under is also important. The more load you place on the engine, the
longer the transmission will hold a gear before shifting to the next one. There are two types of
devices that serve the purpose of monitoring the engine load: the Throttle Cable and the
Vacuum Modulator. A transmission will use one or the other but generally not both of these
devices. Each works in a different way to monitor engine load. The Throttle Cable simply
monitors the position of the gas pedal through a cable that runs from the gas pedal to the
throttle valve in the valve body. The Vacuum Modulator monitors engine vacuum by a rubber
vacuum hose which is connected to the engine. Engine vacuum reacts very accurately to
engine load with high vacuum produced when the engine is under light load and diminishing
down to zero vacuum when the engine is under a heavy load. The modulator is attached to the
outside of the transmission case and has a shaft which passes through the case and attaches
to the throttle valve in the valve body. When an engine is under a light load or no load, high
vacuum acts on the modulator which moves the throttle valve in one direction to allow the
transmission to shift early and soft. As the engine load increases, vacuum is diminished which
moves the valve in the other direction causing the transmission to shift later and more firmly.
An automatic transmission has many seals and gaskets to control the flow of hydraulic fluid
and to keep it from leaking out. There are two main external seals: the front seal and the rear

seal. The front seal seals the point where the torque converter mounts to the transmission case.
This seal allows fluid to freely move from the converter to the transmission but keeps the fluid
from leaking out. The rear seal keeps fluid from leaking past the output shaft. A seal is usually
made of rubber similar to the rubber in a windshield wiper blade and is used to keep oil from
leaking past a moving part such as a spinning shaft. In some cases, the rubber is assisted by a
spring that holds the rubber in close contact with the spinning shaft. A gasket is a type of seal
used to seal two stationary parts that are fastened together. Some common gasket materials
are: paper, cork, rubber, silicone and soft metal. Aside from the main seals, there are also a
number of other seals and gaskets that vary from transmission to transmission. A common
example is the rubber O-ring that seals the shaft for the shift control lever. This is the shaft that
you move when you manipulate the gear shifter. Another example that is common to most
transmissions is the oil pan gasket. In fact, seals are required anywhere that a device needs to
pass through the transmission case with each one being a potential source for leaks.
Transmission fluid should be changed periodically. Most transmission experts recommend
changing the fluid and filter every 25, miles. Few transmissions have drain plugs to drain the old
fluid. In order to get the fluid out, the technician removes the transmission oil pan. This is quite
a messy job and generally not recommended for the casual do-it-yourselfer. Even if the
transmission has a drain plug, the only way to also change the transmission filter is to remove
the pan. When the pan is down, the technician can check for metal shavings and other debris
which are indicators of impending transmission problems. In most cases during these
transmission services, only about half the oil is able to be removed from the unit. This is
because much of the oil is in the torque converter and cooler lines and cannot be drained
without major disassembly. The fluid change intervals are based on the fact that some old fluid
remains in the system. When the transmission is serviced, make sure that the correct fluid is
used to re-fill it. Each transmission manufacturer has their own recommendation for the proper
fluid to use and the internal components are designed for that specific formula. Honda also
specs out their own formula which is available from Honda or Acura parts departments. A t
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ransmission will not work properly or may even slip or shudder with the incorrect fluid, so
make sure that you double check. If the aftermarket product indicates on its container that they
meet or exceed the specs for a particular type of transmission fluid, it is generally ok to use that
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